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Effects of Lifestyle Guidance on Health Behavior and
Prognosis of Patients with Coronary Heart Disease
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Abstract: The objective of the study is to explore the effect of lifestyle guidance on the health behavior and prognosis of patients with
coronary heart disease. The methods used involved 100 patients with coronary heart disease who were treated in the hospital from January to
March 2014 were randomly divided into observation group (50 cases) and control group (50 cases). The control group was treated with
routine nursing. Based on the control group, it compared the health behavior, medication compliance and prognosis of the two groups. The
results are: he scores of disease knowledge, drug management, self - monitoring and symptom management were significantly higher in the
observation group than in the control group (P <0.05). The incidence of medication in the observation group was higher than that in the
control group, and the incidence of sudden cardiac death, myocardial infarction and malignant arrhythmia was lower than that of the control
group (P <0.05). It concludes that lifestyle guidance can lead to the formation of healthy disease in patients with coronary heart disease,
improve drug compliance, improve the prognosis.
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vascular disease or embolic disease; (2) liver and kidney dysfunction;
Introduction

(3) malignancy; (3) malignancy; (3) malignancy; (3) malignancy

Coronary heart disease is caused by atherosclerosis caused by

Tumor impaired; ⑷ acute myocardial infarction, severe arrhythmia;

heart blood flow, heart ischemia, has become the number one killer

⑻ NYHA grade Ⅲ or more; ⑼ 3 cases of coronary artery bypass

of human health. In recent years, the incidence of coronary heart

surgery; â ' Month or coronary intervention within 6 months of

disease gradually increased, has become China's urgent need to

treatment. The patients were randomly divided into observation

address the social public health problems. Coronary heart disease

group and control group. The observation group consisted of 21

patients, although effective treatment can control the development of

males and 19 females, aged 45-65 years, with an average of 58.5 ±

the disease, reduce mortality. However, studies have reported that

8.6 years. Heart function classification: grade 16 cases, heart Ⅲ

health education through the treatment of lifestyle and intervention

grade 24 cases. Course of 4 to 25 years, an average of 15.5 ± 5.4

on the positive impact of coronary heart disease patients is far better

years. The education period is 7 to 21 years, with an average of 12.5

. Therefore, effective and effective nursing

± 5 years. The control group of 23 males and 17 females, aged 42

intervention to guide patients with coronary heart disease, for

to 65 years, mean 59.2 ± 10.5 years. Heart function classification:

reducing complications, improve the quality of life and prognosis of

grade 19 cases, heart Ⅲ grade 21 cases. Duration of 5 to 23 years,

patients with a positive effect. Our hospital from January to March

an average of 16.25.5 years. The education period is 6 to 19 years,

2014 on 50 cases of coronary heart disease on the basis of routine

with an average of 12.2 ± 4.8 years. The general data of the two

care for lifestyle guidance, it is now 50 patients with routine care of

groups were not statistically significant (P <0.05).

than drug therapy

[1]

1.2 Methods

the patients were compared, reported as follows.

The control group was treated with routine care and only the
1 Materials and methods

basic care and medication guidance were given. The observation
group was treated with lifestyle intervention based on the control

1.1 General information
100 cases of coronary heart disease patients, included in the
standard: ⑴ all patients are willing to participate in the study; ⑵
coronary angiography diagnosed as coronary heart disease, in line
with WHO on coronary heart disease clinical diagnostic criteria

[2]

;

⑶ ECG showed coronary insufficiency, ST (1) with peripheral

group. The contents were as follows:
1.2.1 Individualized health guidance
In addition to the introduction of conventional coronary heart
disease knowledge, emphasizing the adverse effects of bad lifestyle
on the disease, to explain the healthy behavior of the positive role of
disease development. Cause wake up to do some simple get up
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forelimb movement, early bed after taking medicine and then get up.

(1) Health behavior: combined with the relevant literature

[5]

,

Guide the patient after a meal in the corridor or ward balcony for a

the development of coronary heart disease health behavior

walk, playing tai chi, Ba Duan Jin or brisk walking, exercise with the

questionnaire, including disease knowledge, diet management, drug

patient's condition to choose, it is recommended that the exercise

management, psychological management, symptom management,

does not exercise. Inform nicotine in tobacco can cause vasospasm

self-monitoring, exercise management, prevention of recurrence,

and encourage smoking to quit patients

[3]

. Guide the patient can

regular referral 9 aspect. Each part of the full score includes many

clockwise massage the abdomen, but when drinking honey to

small problems, each small question is divided into fully aware,

prevent constipation.

compliance is good, some know, most of the compliance, do not

1.2.2 Dietary guidance

know, most do not comply with three cases, score 3,2,1 points,

Tell the patient not to drink or drink less tea, ban on coffee,

Convert the total score to 100 points. Investigate the patient and

fasting cold, spicy, dry and hard to stimulate food, give high protein,

evaluate the extent of the doctor's management of the disease.

high vitamin, light, digestible food, eat more fresh vegetables; eat

Medication compliance: reference Morisky-Green (MG) standard to

kelp , Fungus and other potassium foods, not only can lower blood

measure medication compliance, including a total of four questions,

pressure, but also to prevent stroke. Eat more foods rich in strong

poor compliance: 1 to 2 answers for the "yes"; poor compliance: 3 to

oxidizing agents Vitamin A, Vitamin C, Vitamin E, such as

4 answers are " Yes". Patients were trained by professionally trained

strawberries, blueberries, carrots, oranges. Daily diet contains high

personnel

crude cellulose, add natural protein powder, encourage patients to

questionnaires on the spot. (3) The prognosis of the two groups were

drink natural mineral water to drink well water. But also allow

followed up for 6 to 24 months, an average of 14.5 ± 5.5 months,

[4]

patients to drink green tea, delay arteriosclerosis .

and

instructed

patients

to

complete.

Recycle

recorded in this period the incidence of adverse cardiac events in

1.2.3 psychological guidance

patients with major cardiac adverse events are: sudden cardiac death,

To inform the patient of negative emotions on the negative

myocardial infarction, Abnormal, symptomatic heart failure.

impact of the disease, and strictly prevent over sadness, rage

1.4 statistical processing

frightened and other radical emotions appear. Assess the patient's bad

Statistical software version of SPSS16.0, measurement data

psychology, teach the patient some psychological adjustment

using the mean ± standard deviation between the groups using t test,

methods, to guide patients to correctly understand the disease,

measurement data using the mean ± standard deviation, the count

establish the confidence to overcome the disease. To guide the

data using R * C chi-square test, Fisher exact test, grade Comparison

families of patients to create a comfortable and harmonious family

of data using Yi and test to P <0.05 that the difference was

atmosphere, the conditions permit more than close to nature, relax.

statistically significant.

1.2.4 Guidance on medication
Guidance patients will be prescribed as part of daily life, in
addition to conventional medication knowledge, the emphasis on
long-term, standardized, the importance of medication, adverse

2 Results
2.1 Comparison of two groups of patients with health
behavior

reactions to observe and prevent. So that patients understand the

The scores of knowledge of disease health, drug management,

benefits of long-term medication and intermittent medication or

self-monitoring and symptom management were significantly higher

alternate withdrawal of the heart function of the harm, to correct the

in the observation group than in the control group (P <0.05). See

behavior of non-compliance.

Table 1.

1.3 Observe indicators
Table 1 Comparison of two groups of patients with healthy behavior
Standardized Management

Observation group(n=50)

P

Disease Knowledge

91.45±1.75

88.32±2.86

<0.05

Drug manage

90.73±2.49

87.88±3.45

<0.05

Self-monitoring

92.24±0.45

85.23±2.57

<0.05

Symptom manage

90.34±0.95

86.34±1.25

<0.05

Psychological manage

90.21±0.87

85.05±1.21

<0.05

Diet manage

90.26±0.89

85.24±0.57

<0.05

Regular Review

90.42±1.59

86.12±1.32

<0.05

2.2 Comparison of drug compliance and prognosis in both
groups

Control group (n=50)

The incidence of medication in the observation group was
higher than that in the control group, and the incidence of sudden
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lower than that of the control group (P <0.05). See Table 2.

Table 2 Comparison of medication compliance and prognosis in both groups
Group
With Compliance
[n(%)]

Observation(n=40)

Control(n=40)

good

45(90.0)

36(72.0)

poor

4(8.0)

11(22.0)

worse

1(2.0)

3(6.0)

S heart failure

5(10.0)

11(22.0)

Prognosis

M arrhythmia

0

4(8.0)

[n(%)]

Myocardial

0

2(4.0)

Cordial death

0

1(2.0)

P
<0.05

<0.05

coronary heart disease in a healthy way to improve the drug
3 Discussion

compliance, improve the prognosis.

Coronary heart disease has become a threat to human life and

--------------------------------------------------------------------

health of one of the most serious diseases, the number of deaths in
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